EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Network complexity is growing rapidly. Dynamic business requirements, mergers, spinoffs, new services, new business units, new threats, and compliance considerations are driving an ever-increasing investment in network resources, equipment, and invasive infrastructure changes. The result is often a higher cost structure combined with lower network and service availability.

Companies are realizing the advantages of information technology virtualization with the adoption of MPLS VPNs, VLANs, blade architectures, and virtualized servers. More recently, virtualization has been applied to network security in order to improve security services and manageability while reducing capital costs.

Virtualized network security can help enterprises and service providers cope with the dynamic nature of business by providing a very flexible infrastructure. Organizations can achieve an overall reduction in costs by reducing the hardware investment and administrative complexity of securing data centers, points of presence, core networks, and large segmented networks.

Check Point’s virtualized network security solution, Virtual Systems, is engineered from its physical gateway technology to add the benefits of virtualization to the industry’s most intelligent and manageable threat prevention solution. By eliminating the need for a physical device for each security gateway in a virtualized network environment, Virtual Systems reduces hardware acquisition and maintenance costs, rack space requirements, security provisioning labor and policy administration, and human error.

INTRODUCTION TO VIRTUALIZATION

Virtualization is the separation of functionality from the physical implementation of hardware technology. It makes a centrally managed physical environment appear to be many autonomous logical environments or systems. Each autonomous system provides the same services and operates as if it were a completely isolated physical entity. Each logical entity within a system is called a virtual device. Virtual devices are fully functional and completely segregated environments, which have the ability to operate and appear as physical devices. Their autonomy is complete at any level of the solution—connectivity, software, or management.
Privacy is one of the primary success factors for secure virtual environments. Individual physical network devices, such as routers, switches, monitoring systems, and various security solutions, each manage a private set of service tables, routing information corresponding to different network interfaces, Layer-2 forwarding, translation tables, and many other application dependent data structures. It is imperative that a virtual network device ensure compliance with this degree of separation.

Virtualization addresses multiple areas: infrastructure (including interfaces, networking, and configuration), security (firewall, VPN, threat prevention), and management. A basic requirement for a virtualized security solution is its adaptability. Security is required at different parts of the infrastructure—at the perimeter, at the core, as a service, or at any other region of the network. Each region has different needs, with different pain points. A virtualized security solution must be able to integrate with various areas of the network without imposing connectivity restrictions or painful changes.

CHECK POINT VIRTUAL SYSTEMS

Check Point designed our Virtual Systems to add the benefits of virtualization to our award-winning, integrated network security product. The solution was architected to meet several key objectives:

- **Security**—each virtual device must provide the highest quality network security that enterprises expect from Check Point’s physical security solutions
- **Segregation**—each virtual device must be a private domain, based on complete logical separation between devices
- **Scalability and flexibility**—a Virtual Systems deployment must be agnostic to the network infrastructure and provide a scalable virtual environment that can adapt to any network design
- **Resiliency**—the solution must maintain business continuity, service integrity, and network predictability
- **Manageability**—the solution must be simple and intuitive to administer

Virtual Systems provide a completely virtualized model of a secure infrastructure, with high scalability and availability, environmental integration, quality of service (QoS) support, and permission management. To ensure privacy between domains, the solution utilizes the “bad neighbor” concept, providing complete separation with no exceptions. As a result, our Virtual Systems are not susceptible to threats such as ARP poisoning and VLAN hopping. Private kernel tables and network components, such as routing tables, are maintained for each virtual device.
VIRTUALIZED COMPONENTS

State table—state tables store configuration and runtime information, such as network address translation (NAT) rules, active connections, and active IPSec tunnels.

Security and VPN policies—each virtual entity enforces its own security and VPN policies (including INSPECT™ code), which are individually downloaded from the management server and kept separately on disk and in the kernel.

Configuration data—each virtual entity is configured separately and maintains its own configuration tables, such as IPS settings and TCP/UDP timeouts.

Routing tables—each virtual entity maintains a completely private virtual routing and forwarding (VRF) table. A VRF is created automatically for each component and operates independently, as if it were a physical device. However, unlike MPLS, VRFs cannot be shared among multiple entities.

ARP tables—Virtual Systems manages address resolution information, based on the interfaces on which the information was learned. The ARP interface context allows the solution to associate ARP information with specific virtual systems (VSs).

Logging information—a virtual entity can be configured to log its operations. Each VS, depending on the management model, can have its own separate administrators. Alternately, a single administrator can be defined for groups of virtual systems, according to requirements.

This type of model is consistent across the different virtual devices: router, switch, system, and firewall.

By enabling a complete virtual network environment, Virtual Systems simplifies the network and enhances the security zone with a more coherent structure. Layer-2 services, such as VLANs and VLAN trunks, are widely accepted and deployed across all types of networks. As part of the end-to-end security approach taken by Virtual Systems, Layer-2 threats are also being dealt with.

LAYER-2 SECURITY

Layer-2 networks are susceptible to denial of service and privacy threats, which can be dealt with by means of proper device configuration. The Layer-2 security threats that potentially undermine virtual solutions are ARP poisoning and VLAN hopping attacks.

ARP POISONING

ARP poisoning is a method by which attackers transmit fake ARP packets in the broadcast domain. Such packets may potentially modify the operating system ARP cache, redirecting traffic to an unauthorized destination. Only attackers residing in the same broadcast domain can launch such attacks. Virtual Systems mitigates this general problem by isolating ARP information and classifying it based on the interface—physical or logical—by which the ARP packets were received. By creating interface-savvy ARP entries, the solution enforces VS-specific Layer-2 security.
**VLAN HOPPING**

VLAN hopping is a method for forwarding frames from one VLAN to another. Double 802.1q encapsulation is an attack used to force the VLAN driver to deencapsulate the 802.1q information a second time and reassign the frame to another VLAN.

Virtual Systems is not susceptible to such threats because it validates the source of the 802.1q frame. When the Virtual Systems driver of the platform receives the 802.1q frame, it identifies two items—the 802.1 tags and the interface they came through. While deencapsulating the 802.1q tags, the driver attaches the VLAN ID to the interface name. For example, ETH0 becomes ETH0.100. In a scenario in which the driver receives a double encapsulated frame, the result may be ETH0.100.101, an interface that is not assigned to any virtual device.

By default, Layer-2 security verification is enforced across all virtual devices. Virtual Systems create each device with security as the priority, resulting in a fully functional and secured network environment. The different components allow security and network engineers to design a secure infrastructure. Virtual Systems also deals with the many security tasks, such as hardening, provisioning, and health monitoring, required to completely secure the network environment. However, it greatly reduces the number of trivial issues and frees engineering resources to deal with other security tasks. The different virtual devices provide a secure virtual network environment, complying with both the familiar behavior of switches, routers, and firewalls, and at the same time enforcing strict security standards. Each virtual device is secured via Check Point INSPECT technology. The INSPECT code is used to automatically enforce security per virtual device, protecting and alerting the administrator accordingly.

**PLATFORMS**

Hardware platform support plays a key role in the design process of virtualized security. Virtual Systems is supported on our GAiA Operating System (OS) which runs on Check Point appliances and Open Servers. Each platform offers a uniquely tailored solution for virtualization. Platforms vary in performance, load sharing, top-down redundancy, and other characteristics, allowing each organization to customize the solution to its network and/or service needs.

**VIRTUAL NETWORK ENVIRONMENT**

When introducing a new service into the network, the following are generally taken into account:

- Security implications
- Infrastructure requirements (IP scheme, routing design, and physical connectivity)
- Management requirements

Virtual Systems addresses these requirements by creating a virtual network environment. This environment allows the building of multiple virtual infrastructures comprising virtualized traditional network elements, such as virtual switches, routers, firewalls, firewalls in native Bridge mode, and cables. The different elements are designed to integrate with the infrastructure, in Layer 2, Layer 3, or both.
Virtual Systems in bridge mode are core-side security devices. The ability to deploy Virtual Systems in bridge mode allows administrators to introduce security into the network with few or no changes to the existing topology or network settings. Virtual Systems in bridge mode are designed to integrate into heterogeneous environments, which might support nonstandard, but heavily utilized protocols. Support for all spanning tree protocols and the VLAN management protocol are recognized by the Layer-2 virtual device and VLAN IDs are kept intact. In addition, IT integration is transparent and the flow of traffic is controlled by the network, while virtual systems secure the assets, establish structure, and manage the security information of the network.

Virtual Systems support two types of Layer-3 virtual devices: virtual systems and virtual routers. To accommodate the organic nature of the network and access paths, each Layer-3 device fully supports both unicast and multicast routing protocols (BGP-4, OSPF, PIM-DM, PIM-SM, and RIP). Each virtual device is full featured and acts as a physical routing device, with complete support for advertisement methods, attributes, boundaries, limits, and routing filters. Relationships can be established among all types of virtual devices, extending service resilience and the level of network integration.

Security should not impinge on network performance: it should allow information packets to flow with as little interruption as possible. Virtual Systems provides an enriched network environment, ensuring secure connectivity.

**PROTECTION FROM ZERO DAY THREATS**

Hackers are increasingly targeting enterprise networks using sophisticated tools such as new zero-day threats. A more proactive security approach is required to identify and stop such attacks. SandBlast Zero-Day Protection elevates network security to the next level with evasion-resistant malware detection, and complete protection from even the most dangerous attacks.

Unlike other solutions, Check Point SandBlast Zero-Day Protection uses a unique technology that does inspection at the CPU-level to stop attacks before they have a chance to launch.

There are thousands of vulnerabilities and millions of malware implementations, but there are very few methods that cyber criminals utilize to exploit vulnerabilities. The Check Point SandBlast Threat Emulation engine monitors CPU-based instruction flow for exploits attempting to bypass operating system and hardware security controls. By detecting exploit attempts during the pre-infection stage, Check Point SandBlast Threat Emulation sandboxing stops attacks before they have a chance to evade detection by the sandbox.

Check Point SandBlast Threat Emulation supports multiple deployment options, providing a cost-effective solution for virtually any size organization. Files can be sent from Virtual Systems to either the SandBlast cloud-based service or to an on premise appliance available with a range of throughput capacities.
AVAILABILITY, RELIABILITY, AND SCALABILITY

Service availability and infrastructure reliability are critical factors in the overall strength of the network. Virtualized security gateways based on a flat design would limit scalability. An example would be a product in which the daemons are duplicated and where all configuration data and information is stored in a single structure. In contrast, Virtual Systems clustering solutions create a highly scalable and available security platform with in-depth analysis of system status and health.

Linear growth clustering in Virtual Systems provides highly efficient distribution of virtual systems on different members of a physical gateway cluster. Capacity increases are proportional to increases in the number of members in a cluster. The result is the greatest effective capacity for a given hardware investment, combining cost efficiency and network security scalability.

Virtual Systems clustering is based on Check Point’s patented ClusterXL load sharing technology, which supports very efficient automatic or configurable distribution of traffic among cluster members and substantially reduces synchronization traffic. In addition to hardware efficiency, this clustering technology also provides real-time monitoring of traffic load distribution. Scalability is further enhanced by configurable resource controls that ensure that the consumption of CPU resources by each virtual system is optimal for overall network security. Resource controls can limit the CPU time available to a lower priority virtual system, assign more capacity to mission-critical virtual systems, and mitigate the impact that a DoS attack on one virtual system has on the other virtual systems.

A highly available, virtualized solution faces a number of challenges. Issues such as convergence times, failover times, ripple effects, and route availability are some of the considerations that must be taken into account.

Unicast routing protocols like BGP, OSPF, and RIP, increase availability by enhancing the flexibility and the number of available paths. The ability to participate in the routing domain is not sufficient. Virtual routing environment failure and its consequences must be considered as a major threat. Virtual Systems poses no restrictions on either design or protocol operations—the base point is one cluster, one visible network device. When it comes to routing protocols, several issues can affect the network. They include adjacencies/peering status, dynamic route changes, and link states.

Each protocol state is associated with an expected response, which affects the network in numerous ways. Effects include topology changes, route withdrawal, unnecessary resource allocation, and failover time. Virtual Systems is designed to integrate into an existing network infrastructure. The integrity of the network environment and the ties it maintains with the cluster, such as routing information and protocol relationships, are an important part of the Virtual Systems cluster solution.

Convergence time is problematic when dealing with resiliency. Considerations such as the number of routers in a BGP peering design, number of advertised routes, OSPF area, and route advertisement patterns are just some of the issues that must be accounted for to maintain a reliable, available network.
Virtual system clusters appear to the network infrastructure as a single logical device. Such an approach dramatically reduces both the impact of a failure and the required maintenance on the network. The ability to appear as a single entity allows Virtual Systems to be both nondisruptive and nonintrusive.

Virtual Systems addresses connection state and convergence issues through the following mechanisms:

- Cluster and protocol integration—routing protocols recognize the virtual IPs as the primary interface addresses and all protocol-related messages are issued accordingly
- Continuous routing table synchronization
- Recreation of protocol-established relationships—hitless restart protocol extensions have been integrated with the cluster mechanism to avoid unnecessary ripple effects

**QUALITY OF SERVICE**

Quality of Service (QoS) enforcement with Virtual Systems supports the Differentiated Services architecture and allows assigning different transmission characteristics to different classes of service. The major characteristics that are controllable are latency and bandwidth allocation. Without QoS enforcement, different traffic types are given equal priority and handled in a simple FIFO (first in, first out) manner. When the network or gateway is congested, all traffic types suffer the same degree of latency and dropped packets. Also, high-volume traffic may starve low-volume traffic of bandwidth.

With the QoS for Virtual Systems, the special requirements of different traffic types can be met. For example, latency-sensitive traffic can be given preference over other types of traffic; traffic insensitive to dropped packets will suffer fewer drops than other types of traffic; and high-volume traffic that consumes bandwidth will be limited during times of congestion.

**SECURE PROVISIONING**

Virtual Systems modules are provisioned by Check Point’s traditional central management platforms. The management tools perform some of the initial configuration tasks locally on the enforcement module, which requires either direct access to the machine or some sort of remote shell access. Services, such as routing protocols and Certificate Authority server management, are examples of two tasks that require access to the module.

Every type of connection directly established with the module is a potential threat. Virtual Systems mitigates the risk via the internal access structure of the module. Two methods of access are allowed: physical server access or via Secure Shell access. Both methods require the presence of authentication credentials and specific network access. Only the owner of the Virtual Systems cluster is authorized to access the module. Each machine administrator is issued a private set of such credentials. Virtual Systems does not allow separate Secure Shell access with individual virtual devices. Moreover, the various virtual devices do not have servers running, which would allow such access. The ability to access the machine is dependent on the virtual management system.
The security for provisioning Virtual Systems devices is provided by a dedicated virtual system that preserves all the information from its synchronization operations. Virtual Systems management enforces inspection rules, protecting it from external connections through physical interfaces, or virtual devices, if available. All management operations must be preapproved by Virtual Systems management, thus no SNMP, SSH, or any other management protocols can communicate with virtual gateways unless they have been authorized to communicate and only if their communications are audited.

The combination of authentication credentials and specific network access establishes an access structure that supports an organization’s security policy while providing the flexibility to support the organizational management structure.

SECURE MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE
Based on Check Point’s Secure Management Architecture (SMART), Multi-Domain Management delivers a management solution for control and security, offering:

- Scalability to accommodate a growing number of devices
- Service and associate information
- A multifaceted view of the network

Extranet services, global VPNs, remote access connections, secure DMZs, VoIP telephony, and Web server farms are just a few of the services that require security management. Each service maintains a separate set of security specifications, comprising application version, device type and grade, IP scheme, management teams, network architecture, policy, and service level agreement (SLA). These attributes must be taken into account, accommodated, and represented. Multi-Domain Management views Virtual Systems as just another firewall in the Check Point environment, allowing a single solution to manage the entire network, and consequently broadening the security perspective of the organization.

MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
One of the most important aspects of a successful security deployment is its overall manageability. The degree to which an administrator can easily manage a security deployment directly affects the return on investment of the solution and the overall IT costs of the organization. Management can be broken down into several categories:

Device management—a large and growing number of machines require intelligent, efficient management.

Security policy management—the continuous growth of an enterprise’s security policy, results in various security issues. The overall quality of security of the network diminishes. The size of the policy hampers the ability to detect existing and potential security holes. The introduction of new security rules becomes an extremely difficult task, with a high probability for mistakes and unexpected service outages.
Security information management—the amount of security information generated by the firewall infrastructure is extremely large. The inability to manage and utilize the security information affects troubleshooting. Due to the amount of information, troubleshooting time becomes longer and more difficult, resulting in longer service outages.

Security trend analysis—security trend analysis also becomes more difficult. Due to the enormous amount and detailed security information generated by the different devices, security engineers cannot successfully analyze the information and take preemptive steps based on the behavior observed.

VPN architecture—creating multilayer VPN networks is a common practice in enterprise and service provider networks. Mobile users and remote offices commonly use VPN technology to communicate with the office resources.

Permission management—the permission structure reflects the organization's structure. Departments, regions, services, or any other class of the network can be considered separate groups, with different sets of permissions. The inability to match tailored policies to each of these different groups creates security problems.

Overall, security management provides the ability to view the network as a multifaceted entity comprising:

- Device management
- Service management
- Information management
- Policy management
- Organizational structure

The association between different management domains and a service, a network area, or any class of the organization exponentially increases the required network control and security. Management-domain classification limits the management scope of each security domain—in terms of security information management, security policy, and management team's responsibility—as follows:

- **Security information management**—each security domain manages a specific portion of the security-generated data. The relevant engineering group receives focused information, while still having the ability to perform cross-domain forensic analysis, by owning the proper credentials. Such an approach increases the security control and at the same time simplifies the troubleshooting process.

- **Security policy**—each domain manages only a small number of relevant security policies. Distributing the policy across multiple security domains allows the engineers to better understand and manage the policy. Because they no longer have to deal with hundreds of policy lines, the risk of overlooking security holes is reduced.

- **Policy per team**—relating the policies to the organizational structure allows specific teams to get access based on responsibility scope and level of skills, limiting the risk of human errors and focusing the engineering group's tasks.
The Multi-Domain Management model applies to each section of the network. The perimeter and internal networks tend to be the largest and most complex areas of the overall network. Both areas commonly host a number of different services and networks, corresponding to separate security classes.

**SECURITY CLASSES**

A security class is a subset of a security area and may be as small as a single VLAN, a service, or a number of services. The perimeter consists of a large number of security classes. DMZs, extranets, Internet access, remote access, and remote office connections are examples of the different classes present on the outer security ring—the perimeter. Due to the ever-growing number of services and network access points, the amount of security devices grows accordingly.

The inner security ring is responsible for securing all the internal resources, such as buildings, departments, servers, and VLANs. The internal network design poses many challenges for security policy designers.

The large number of devices, in conjunction with the numerous services and security classes, necessitates an exceedingly complex security design and creates potential security holes.

The use of Virtual Systems and Multi-Domain Management to address the different security areas allows engineers to reduce the number of machines, while distributing the services across a larger number of firewalls. The realization of class-based security becomes simple when using Virtual Systems. Even though class-based security involves network and security design, security enforcement, and management, Virtual Systems and Multi-Domain Management are equipped to migrate a complex design into class-based security domains.

Traditional designs define one or several large firewalls hosting multiple unrelated services and networks that simplify a geographic profile. In general, such profiles are created for practical reasons, such as the number of physical devices required for a class-based security design. Consequently, large and unreadable policies are created and unmanageable volumes of security information are generated. A virtual firewall removes this traditional limitation. It provides the required flexibility and security measures, allowing the enforcement of service-specific security policies, while complying with the specific connectivity requirements of the network class.

In order to conform to such design requirements, Multi-Domain Management accommodates all types of security machines, virtual and physical. Multi-Domain Management interacts with virtual firewalls and allows spanning multiple virtual firewalls across multiple customer domains for complete independent management, based on the specific requirements of the service. End-to-end separation is traditionally part of the Multi-Domain Management architecture. Each customer domain is composed of all the components of a management server including a private set of configuration files, a separate user database, and separate security logs.
PERMISSION ENFORCEMENT

Permission enforcement is a major factor in the overall security of an organization. The ability to comply with the organizational and the permission structure is imperative for the network’s integrity. For the most part, permission levels are designed based on hierarchies and group classification. The permission structure must be flexible enough to comply with the different and unique requirements of each organization. Virtual Systems and Multi-Domain Management create an environment in which private management domains can correspond to any type of classification dictated by the design: service, function, office, region, country, and so forth.

The following schema provides an example for a permission structure:

The idea is to create a structured and self-monitored organization. Each layer is responsible for a specific portion of the network. The model describes the organization’s responsibility structure. The example provided describes an organizational permission hierarchy. The structure correlates to services, mandates, and geographical locations. Each level is constructed of either one or more classes:

- The most basic level represents a country or a city
- Second level represents a region
- Third level represents global services
- Fourth level represents a Security Council

The model allows the organization to enforce and monitor security at different levels on the organizational hierarchy. Each level may be responsible for an extranet, function, internal security, Web services, or any other likely service. Each team polices the network, based on organizational security guidelines. In practice, each local management team interprets the guidelines differently and generates a policy based on their security knowledge.

On the second level, regional security managers comprise the permission structure. This team is built of senior security engineers. Regional security managers are responsible for monitoring the security enforced at each of the regional classes and acting as an oversight body. A second objective is to create a base policy, which the class teams will not control. This base policy reflects organization security guidelines, specified by the Security Council.
Level three consists of the two major services—VPN and Perimeter Access Security. Although Perimeter Access Security and VPN are handled by the local class teams, each country and each region is considered autonomous. The two teams are global teams, responsible for securely connecting the different autonomous units into a global network and overseeing the regional managers.

At the highest level is the organizational management team that acts as the Security Council, which consists of highly experienced security specialists, who perform trend analysis and security forensics across the entire network. The objective of this team is to lead the organization's security strategy and to set the guidelines and directives for policy, architecture, and overall security. The council is the only level with unrestricted control and view of the network policies and different security data (audit, security logs, etc.).

This hierarchical model not only allows for a more efficient operation but also creates a fully monitored structure, in which each level is monitored. This degree of classification allows the different teams to focus their efforts on managing the service for which they are responsible. The combination of Multi-Domain Management permission structure and global policies allows this structure to be enforced, without assigning unnecessary permissions to teams that are not involved with a given topic. Virtual Systems plays an important role in the enforcement of this model.

In general, traditional enforcement assigns dedicated firewall machines, based on network design, rather than on the service or security structure. Such a model concentrates unrelated services within the same management system, causing permission oversubscription. Virtual Systems allows the permission structure to be maintained, regardless of its physical location, by logically classifying the services into multiple virtual security domains.
Virtualization is an approach that can be found in many areas of information technology. It facilitates scalability and flexibility and removes many of the boundaries imposed by physical implementations. Check Point Virtual Systems provide a full-featured, virtualized framework for security. It offers highly efficient scalability, transparent failover, fully virtualized availability of security and network devices, complete support for advanced networking protocols, and multitier virtualized management. As an infrastructure solution, Virtual Systems enforces both network security and privacy to protect neighboring security domains.

With Virtual Systems, organizations can react more quickly and efficiently to shifts in their businesses. Although this translates into significant cost savings, the greater benefit is helping the organization adapt more quickly and effectively to the ever-changing security threat landscape.
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